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The quantum metric tensor was introduced for defining the distance in the parameter space of
a system. However, it is also useful for other purposes, like predicting quantum phase transitions.
Due to the physical information this tensor provides, its gauge independence sounds reasonable.
More over, its original construction was made by looking for this gauge independence. The aim
of this paper, however, is to prove that the quantum metric tensor does depend on the gauge. In
addition, a real gauge invariant quantum metric tensor is introduced. In this paper, the gauge
dependence is explicitly shown by computing the quantum metric tensor of the Landau problem in
different gauges. Then, a real gauge independent metric tensor is proposed and computed for the
same Landau problem. Since the gauge dependence has not been observed before, the results of this
paper might lead to a new study of topics that were believed to be completely understood.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The main purpose for constructing the quantum metric
tensor (QMT) was to define a distance in the system’s
parameter space [1]. That is why it is not surprising
that the QMT is related to the quantum fidelity, which is
also used for measuring the distance between states [2].
However, some studies have shown that the QMT can
also be used to predict quantum phase transitions [3].
Moreover, the geodesics induced by the QMT have been
useful for analysing the phases of a system that presents
second order quantum phase transitions [4]. In general,
the Riemannian structure introduced by the QMT has
been studied in some particular systems, see for example
[5].
The QMT was constructed by looking for a gauge inde-
pendence [1] and, in fact, it was partially done. However,
when we consider some kinds of gauge transformations,
the QMT is not invariant. Nevertheless, in current works
the gauge dependence is overtly assumed. Since this
gauge dependence has not been observed before, we ex-
plain its origin and propose a real gauge invariant quan-
tum metric tensor.
In this paper, we use the Landau problem to show the
gauge dependence of the QMT. For this reason, in Sec-
tion II we describe the Landau problem in the symmetric
gauge. Section III shows the QMT for one of the ground
states in different gauges. While Section IV introduces
a gauge independent definition of the QMT, Section V
shows the calculation of this new definition for the Lan-
dau problem. Finally, our conclusions are written in Sec-
tion VI.
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II. THE LANDAU PROBLEM
The Landau problem [6] consists on a charged particle
interacting with a constant and homogeneous magnetic
field, ~B. If we consider a particle of unitary mass and
charge e < 0 the Hamiltonian of the system is given by
H =
1
2
(
~p−
e
c
~A
)2
, (1)
where ~A is the vector potential, such that ~B = ∇× ~A. If
we assume that the magnetic field points in z direction,
i.e. ~B = Bzˆ, then the movement in z will be constant,
and we can ignore it.
For the quantum case, the energy spectrum of the Lan-
dau problem is given by [6]
En = ~ω(n+
1
2
), n = 0, 1, 2, ..., ω =
|eB|
c
, (2)
these En are the well known Landau levels. However,
for the Landau problem each level is infinitely degener-
ated. Therefore, we need an additional Hermitian oper-
ator, which commutes with H , to label the states. If we
choose the symmetric gauge, i.e.
~As =
B
2
(−y, x), (3)
we can select the angular momentum in the z direction,
Lz = xpy − ypx, as the second operator.
In this gauge, the ground states are given by [7]
ψo,m =
√
1
πm!
(
eB
2~c
)m+1
(x+ iy)me−
eB
4~c (x
2+y2), (4)
where m is a label for the angular momentum in the z
direction, such that
Lzψ0,m = ~mψ0,m. (5)
In this case, we see that the wavefunction depends on the
parameters space and the physical space ~x.
2III. THE QUANTUM METRIC TENSOR OF
THE LANDAU PROBLEM
The QMT, Gij , is useful to define a distance in the
system’s parameter space [1]. If our quantum system
depends on n parameters, λi, the QMT is given by
Gij = ℜe [(∂iψ , ∂jψ)]− βiβj , (6)
where ψ is the state of the system, ∂i =
∂
∂λi
and
βi = −i (ψ, ∂iψ) . (7)
With this definition, the corresponding distance will be
[1]
dl2 = Gijdλidλj . (8)
It is proved that the QMT is gauge invariant [1], nev-
ertheless, this proof is not the most general. The demon-
stration assumes some specific features of the phase dif-
ference caused by a gauge transformation. In order to
show the gauge dependence of the QMT, we need to com-
pute it in different gauges. The first calculations will be
in the symmetric gauge.
A. The Quantum Metric Tensor in the Symmetric
Gauge
For the purpose of this paper, it is sufficient to con-
sider only the variation of B, therefore the parameter
space will be 1-dimensional, with λ1 = B, and setting
GBB = G is appropriate. We will compute the QMT of
the ground state with m = 0, then, by using the state
presented in (4), the first term of the definition will be
ℜe [(∂Bψ, ∂Bψ)] =
1
2B
, (9)
whereas
βB = 0, (10)
therefore
G =
1
2B
. (11)
B. Comparison of the Quantum Metric Tensor in
different Gauges
In order to prove the gauge dependence of the QMT,
we make the calculation in different gauges. It is known
[9] that when two gauges are related by
~A2 = ~A1 +∇Λ(~λ, ~x), (12)
the corresponding wavefunctions obey
ψ2(~λ, ~x) = exp
(
i
e
~c
Λ
)
ψ1(~λ, ~x). (13)
According to the theory [1], since the wavefunctions
are related just by a change of phase, the QMTs should
coincide. To explicitly show that this match does not
always occur, we choose ~A1 as the symmetric gauge and
Λ = gBxy. (14)
This particular Λ allows us to examine several gauges
using g as a parameter. In particular, when we set g = 12 ,
we obtain the Landau gauge ~AL given by
~AL = B (0, x) , (15)
and with g = 0 we recover the symmetric gauge. In this
case Λ depends on the parameter B and the physical
space (x, y).
Now, in equation (13), we set ψ1 as the ground state in
the symmetric gauge, then the ground state with m = 0
in the new gauge will be
ψ′0,0(B, x, y) =
√
eB
2π~c
exp
(
−
eB
4~c
(
x2 + y2
))
ei
eg
~c
Bxy.
(16)
From equation (16) and the definition of the QMT, we
compute that
G′ =
(
g2 +
1
2
)
1
B
. (17)
The presence of g in equation (17) clearly implies a gauge
dependence. It is worth to notice, however, that the
QMT diverges when B → 0 for any value of g.
IV. REAL GAUGE INVARIANT QUANTUM
METRIC TENSOR
If we perform a gauge transformation in the parameter
space, given by
ψ′ = eiα(
~λ,~x)ψ, (18)
then βi changes as
β′i = βi + (ψ, (∂iα)ψ) . (19)
It has been assumed that the phase α, as well as its
derivatives, can be taken outside of the internal prod-
uct. Therefore, we would be able to simplify equation
(19) to
β′i = βi + ∂iα. (20)
When the equation (20) is valid, the tensor (6) is gauge
invariant. This means that the QMT is gauge invariant
3when ∂iα is independent of the measure of the internal
product.
However, some phases, and its derivatives, may depend
on the physical space, (x, y), or any other operators. See,
for example, the phase in (16). In these cases equation
(19) cannot be simplified; thus, the tensor (6) is no longer
gauge invariant. It is worth to notice that equation (12)
and equation (20) seem to give the same transformation
rule. However, in equation (12) the derivatives are com-
puted respect to the coordinates, while in equation (20),
one derives respect to the parameters λi.
Before constructing the real gauge invariant QMT, we
note that the equation (6) can be written as
Gij = ℜe [((∂i − iβi)ψ , (∂j − iβj)ψ)] , (21)
or, in the coordinate representation
Gij = ℜe
[∫
d3x (∂i + iβi)ψ
∗ (∂j − iβj)ψ
]
, (22)
because βi is real. Then, by looking the equation (20),
we realize that βi transforms like a connection when α
is independent of the internal product. This means that
the QMT (21) is constructed with covariant derivatives,
using βi as the connection. Nonetheless, in the general
case βi transforms like (19), and it cannot be used as the
connection.
For constructing the gauge invariant QMT, we need a
function Γi that transforms like
Γ′i = Γi + ∂iα, (23)
when we perform a change of gauge given by (18). With
this new connection, the gauge invariant QMT will be
Gij = ℜe [((∂i − iΓi)ψ, (∂j − iΓj)ψ)] , (24)
or
Gij = ℜe
[∫
d3x (∂i + iΓi)ψ
∗ (∂j − iΓj)ψ
]
. (25)
In the equations (24) and (25) we recognize de covariant
derivative, Di, given by
Di = ∂i − iΓi, (26)
which transforms like
(Diψ)
′ = eiαDiψ, (27)
under a change of gauge. Using the covariant derivative,
the QMT takes the form
Gij = ℜe (Diψ,Djψ)
=ℜe
[∫
d3x (Diψ)
∗
Djψ
]
. (28)
Equation (28) defines a gauge invariant QMT. Since
equation (27) is valid, then (28) will always be gauge
independent. However, we need to find the correct con-
nection that transforms like (23).
The form of the new connection Γi will depend on the
specific problem to be analysed. Γi must reduce to βi
in the case that ∂iα can be taken outside of the internal
product. Therefore, the new QMT must also reduce to
(6) when ∂iα is independent of the measure of the inter-
nal product. In the following section we present the ΓB
for the example studied in this paper.
V. GAUGE INVARIANT QUANTUM METRIC
TENSOR FOR THE LANDAU PROBLEM
Continuing with the example presented in Section
III B, the new QMT is given by
G = ℜe ((∂B − iΓB)ψ, (∂B − iΓBψ)) . (29)
The fact that βB = 0 in the usual case, suggests that we
must set
ΓB = 0, (30)
therefore, according to (23), and using that α = eg
~c
Bxy,
we find
Γ′B =
gexy
~c
, (31)
thus, under the transformation (18), we get
G′ = ℜe
[∫
d3x
(
∂B + i
gexy
~c
)
(ψ′)∗
(
∂B − i
gexy
~c
)
ψ′
]
.
(32)
Applying the equation (32) to the state given by (16), we
obtain
G′ =
1
2B
, (33)
for any gauge. That is, the QMT proposed in this paper
is gauge independent.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We explicitly showed that the QMT, introduced in [1]
depends on the gauge. This dependence is directly re-
lated to the phase difference between the wavefunctions
in different gauges: when the change of gauge introduces
a phase whose derivatives ∂iα can be taken outside of the
internal product, the QMT is invariant. However, when
general phases are considered, i. e. that depends on the
internal product variables, the QMT is gauge dependent.
We also proposed a real gauge invariant QMT by defin-
ing a new connection Γi that transforms according to
(23). Despite the gauge independence, the connection Γi
was not explicitly given, and the form of Γi will depend
on the specific problem to be studied. In the example
shown in this paper, i.e. the Landau Problem, we suc-
cessfully proposed the correct Γi for obtaining a gauge
invariant QMT.
4As it was pointed out before, the QMT has several
applications in physics. The fact that the QMT depends
on the gauge can give rise to new studies in the topics
that apply the QMT. For example, since the quantum
fidelity is related to the QMT, it is probable that the
quantum fidelity also depends on the gauge.
Another important case is the applicability of the
QMT for predicting quantum phase transitions. In the
example studied in this paper, the gauge independent
QMT, as well as the gauge dependent QMT, diverges
for the same value of the field B. This fact suggests that
both QMTs are useful for predicting quantum phase tran-
sitions. However, the chosen gauge in this example is not
the most general, and further studies are necessary.
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